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City of Bradford Metropolitan City Council

Cleansing Depot
Harris Street Offices
Bradford
BD1 SHU
Dated 2tfh February 2010
Re:- Welfare Visit
Dear Mr Crabb.
Further to our telephone conversation earlier this morning I now formally put into writing my
concerns regarding a comment contained within the minutes taken during our "Welfare Visit"
meeting dated 14th January 2010
I received a copy of the above document Friday 26th February 2010 via hand delivery.
However after reading the said document I had some hesitation regarding an account
implying I felt like "Killing someone" and to be honest I was taken aback by this comment as
I don't recall making any such statement or at least not in the context it's now been
depicted.
During our conversation you agreed, stating you too had some unease when first reading
that particular paragraph. You went on to assure me by adding that because of your
concern you'd rechecked the facts both with Ester Mason and Arthur Naylor who in your
own words confirmed the accuracy for you.
Nonetheless it must also be noted here that although we both shared the same
uncertainties surrounding the phrase "I felt like killing someone" no attempt was made to
discuss your concern with me directly yet you did release those unchanged details to third
parties.
Mr Crabb I can assure you had you made contact with me in the first instance I'd be of the
same opinion as I am now. In deed had I received a copy of said document in a timely
manner (or by electronic means as requested) I would have raised my concerns with you at
the earliest opportunity.
To reiterate my stand. I take issue with the phrase "I feel like killing someone" being
attributed to anything I've said or implied, and would be grateful if my comments are made
available to those individuals who have been copied into the original documentation.

Regards
Dave Eartfshaw

